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Saturday History Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST

Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Saturday:

2:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R
T &R

Friday, Saturday: From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [8-9 pm MST 1-209-647-1600 pin 353 863#] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
•

BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US

1 – 888-429-5471

This # picks up the first available line.

B Conference Call:

1-860-970-0300

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

BBS Phone Line:

1-716-748-0144

NO PIN REQUIRED: this line is very, very clear!

C Skype:
D

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Saturday History Call with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one
being at the top.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/
look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:00 – 10:30 pm EST

C

Wednesdays:

2015-05-09

9 – 10:30 EST
Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & others
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 972400##
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

7:00 – 9:00 EST
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1–712-432-0900
PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Cheryl

Housekeeping:
BBS: •
•
•
•

Rainbird
A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
The radio program costs $ 300 per week; this week, we need $ 295
Everyone doing a little helps a lot - many thanks to everyone for paying it forward!
Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find the listing for True History call; find the Paypal
button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS BBS ARCHIVES for either of the 2 T & R PROGRAMS,
or the Thursday night program: MariettaRobert's Stargate Round Table
• Re: archives of other BBS programs; the money we pay to listen to
someone else's archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope.]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all your money is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • The rent has been paid. Thanks to all who contributed.
• They also need money for food, gas and +/- $400 for bills.
• We can donate via the Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

koran999@comcast.net
Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too
• You can also book a session with MR for a transformational clearing.

T:

if you have any trouble hearing, that means there is an issue with the sound and it
is an emergency - so call this number: 1-888- 429 – 5471
• if you cannot get through, use this # 1-888 – 710-8061

NOTE: Please use the following audio links to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/syncf/True_History_of_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA/True_History_of
_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA_2015-05-09.mp3
http://bbsradio.com/syncf/True_History_of_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA/True_History_of
_Our_Galactic_World_and_NESARA_2015-05-09_HOUR_6.mp3

Intro Notes
• The new number for the Conference Line:
• for an hour, every Friday, Saturday – 8-9 pm MST 1-209-647-1600 pin 353 863#
• for the rest of the show, it's BBS Radio for those with computers,
or for those without - 1 - 860 - 970 – 9300; pin codes are listed on page 1
• if you can't hear on the 860 number, call 1-716-748 – 0144 out of Texas:
this gets you straight into the BBS radio program and, by all reports, it is as
clear as a bell!
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HARD NEWS
• Melissa was good today: dealing with more layers
• Jade Helm are doing their thing underground: planning to do Independence Day #2
R: at the Lady Bug Cafe, met 4 Pleiadian women this time; they had a video phone so he got to
see Tom the Cat while they talked
• They explained: like David Wilcock is talking about, but he does not go into the depth
these ones are going into; he's trying to walk on both sides of the fence – with Alex
Jones, Ben Fulord: he does not believe in NESARA - have to read between the lines
as he does not invoke the Office of the
Christ
• when you work with these beings and the space commanders, the Law of One is #1
and income inequality is the 1st issue. 1/10th or 1/32nd, the filthy rich who come up
with ideas and see them translated by Hollywood
• The rainbow crystal children who are here have discerning consciousness: they know
what is true, you cannot hide the Office of the Christ cannot be duplicated in
technology like the super collider – it is about love
• What they shared today is that we are at the end of line; all they have is F E A R, and
they cannot detonate the nukes, tho' they have lots of TNT [thanks to the Duponts]
– it's like the silver tongued one who looks like an angel and talks like an angel yet even Luciferia has come back to love, and we are still watching the matrix
and the games going on that separate the mind and the heart.
• Dancing with the fairies is the only way we can make it through this illusion. What is
going on here – the issues at hand are coming frayed ends: they are out of time,
out of money, but not out of love – they are still playing with the idea of the
separation of the mind and the heart and they would rather go to 2nd death than
come back to love.
• The 4 Pleiadians and Tom shared: these lifeforms that are co-creators of the Most High;
they played with Luciferia and his followers; one third of the angels and the archons
and lots of other folks that play both sides against the middle: the Office of the
Christ and free will choice -– these are words from Creator Source
• there is no more playing on the fence; we are at the last moment: we are in
the last days – THEIR last days, not ours!
• There are more portals opening up all across the planet.
R: this is the story in David Wilcock's writing re is a so-called belief in the Illuminati and Mother's
wayward children think that they have to die and get re-born and in that context getting
beheaded as in the Highlander • The Horus people are here too – the blue helmeted avian people, the hawk people, sons and
daughters of Horus – they are messengers from a higher plane, announcing the arrival of
the original ones who have always been here in this local Universe of Nebadon - The
Watchers or The Time Lords who take care of time consciousness and help smooth things
throughout sapce, time and reality The Karmic Board and others who sit before the Throne
of Mother/Father god – enough is enough!
• The godess is here; she's black and she'd beautiful and she's #1 starting this story – Happy
Mother's Day and she means business
nd
• These ones are going to 2
death and they are NOT GOING TO GET RESURRECTED by their socalled overlords – it's over; we're in Sat Yuga!
Camp Lovewave: had on the horse whisperer
• has talked to a llama, a hippo, a gazelle, dogs and cats: all saying “watch our sun SOL –
there are frequencies and changes going on in Sol which is a direct reflection of Vesta
which is a reflection of Sekmet and Alcyone –what Mother and Alcyone are pouring into the
western arm of the Milky Way Galaxy and the frequencies are raising
• the silence is golden; listen to it as something is in that pregnant pause: maybe the calm before
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the storm. Has to do with Mother's children: we are plunging head long into the Dark Rift,
so let us do what we choose, and they want to take us with them. You do not get in the
way of a soul going home even if it is the Dark Rift.
•

•

T:

•

Taren said on air: the Bush / Clinton crime family did 911 and to this day not one person has
paid the price; he also said that 78,000 + died – and noone else is saying it – except
Katrina VanDen Heuval
as disclosure happens with 911 – and Mr 19,5* has mountains of evidence to lay before us –
will change everything; we are entering Star Fleet Academy. He is assigned to his ship;
what ship are we assigned to?
It is still a chess board & they are planning the alien invasions
• they are going to have to pick up their tails and go home, in shame, AND WITHOUT
THEIR BODIES. The recovery process they keep running . . .
Did they say anything about the actual [financial] crash showing up? Yesterday the markets
went up to the 18,000s, thanks to the A I of matrix doing the trades for us; it is run by the
silicone crystal energy & the A I knows: it will give a signal and all turns off and then turns
on and we will hear the voice of Captain Ashtar.

T: Melissa did a good job on issues – R: granted the [new] AG [Loretta Lynch] has ties to Wall
Street, yet the police have become Mad Max and the terminators – need to go back to
school and learn about the heart
• Will play Bioneers 2009; then Robert Scheer from Truth Dig - he knows where all the bodies lie
and 911 – the piece is called “they know everything about you is the name of the show”
• Glass Steagal Act replaced by the Finanical Services Modernization Act which gave the markets
free rein
Audio: Naomi Klein: Speech at the 2014 Bioneers Annual Conference.
• Begins with a trailer for the book: our economic model is at war with life on earth; we
cannot change the laws of nature, but we can change the laws of money
Naomi Klein: Speech at the 2014 Bioneers Annual Conference.

reposted from YouTube, Nov 5, 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jdaxehd0cF0&feature=youtu.be
Published on 5 Nov 2014
The award-winning Canadian journalist, international activist and best-selling author (The Shock Doctrine,
No Logo) depicts climate change as more than an “issue.” It’s a civilizational wake-up call delivered in the
language of fires, floods, storms and droughts. It demands that we challenge the dominant economic
policies of deregulated capitalism and endless resource extraction. Climate change is also the most
powerful weapon in the fight for equality and social justice, and real solutions are emerging from the
rubble of our failing systems.
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Audio: Pirate TV # 143 Robert Scheer “They know everything
about you”
Published on 15 Apr 2015
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j8s0RwpDbhk&feature=youtu.be
After 9/11, increased funding for the NSA and other government programs dramatically increased the
capacities of our surveillance state. Now, Robert Scheer (editor of Truthdig, and author of The Great
American Stickup) pinpoints the government programs–and private corporations–that are snooping
on people’s private lives. They Know Everything About You details Facebook’s manipulations of
people’s emotions, government use of data for defense purposes, and other technology-enabled
spying. He’ll outline how some of these methods-enabled under the guise of safeguarding America–
are actually destroying our democracy, one gigabyte at a time. Scheer’s vision for the future, one
where the surveillance model is resisted and the public fights back, might change the way we look at
technology.

Audio: Arundhati Roy & Siddharta Deb of The New School

[SEE BELOW]

Arundhati Roy reads from, and discusses, her latest book ‘Capitalism – a Ghost Story’, at an
evening organised by New York’s The New School.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=3tkQyqLnFbk&list=UU1iFTPspSKcb4vb1N7czmRQ
Arandhati Roy, with her unique combination of storytelling skills and political insight, discusses
her new book Capitalism: A Ghost Story (Haymarket Books), at an evening hosted by New
York's the New School.
Capitalism: A Ghost Story examines the dark side of democracy in contemporary India, and
shows how the demands of globalized capitalism has subjugated billions of people to the
highest and most intense forms of racism and exploitation.
In discussion with fellow Indian author Siddhartha Deb (author of The Point of Return, which
was a 2003 New York Times Notable Book of the Year), Roy touches on lots of different topics
about contemporary India.
Of particular interest is their discussion (around the 1.09 mark) about censorship and the
Wendy Doniger case (where her book, The Hindus, an alternative history was, after protests
by a right wing group, recalled and pulped by Penguin India). Roy comments "It's quite
fascinating that as you legislate more about free speech, and as you make more of a song and
dance about free speech, in fact, in India what the Urdu and Persian poet Ghalib could say, in
the nineteenth century, about his relationship with Islam, nobody could say today. "

MUSICAL BREAK
ASTROLOGY

The Pele Report for May 5, 2015

https://youtu.be/H5CqQg5QRMA
My ego is the sword in the blacksmith's fire,
Being heated and hammered by Spirit's desire.
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As soon as I fathom where my truth lies,
Like the phoenix from the ashes I know I shall rise.
CLICK the chart below for a larger, printable version

click here to download/listen to the Pele Report mp3
Well, I didn't even get to the Sabian Symbol for the 3/4 Moon in Aquarius this week: "A
disappointed and disillusioned woman courageously faces a seemingly empty life." This symbol
represents the human capacity to learn and grow through emotional crisis, AND, as Dane Rudhyar
states: "But like any other faculty it needs development." Yikes! I know it doesn't sound too
appealing, but coupled with ol' Saturn in Sag (for like the next 3 years!) we're in for a time of
truth telling and finding that will put humanity on a solid foundation to really build a New
Paradigm.
We can also look forward to the shift that will be coming next week as Venus in Cancer and Mars
in Gemini signify both a softening up and a speeding up of what might seem now as drudging
through the mud haha! From Kings and Queens to pawns we're on this planet together.... woo
hoo!
Audio: The Oracle Report Saturday, May 9 - Sunday, May 10, 2015
Audio:

[SEE BELOW]

Clayton Thomas-Muller, Bioneers 2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlL-US2HUEQ
Published on 18 Oct 2014
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Clayton rocks the house and brings tears to every eye. Thank you my dear brother
for your strength, dedication and articulation.
The medicine of this earth will rise again to teach her children of the way.
CONFERENCE CALL
http://www.freeconference.com/RecordingDownload.aspx?
R=15201056&C=723&E=819148
NOTE: This recording is the entire call as it was heard on the conference line; you will
have to skip forward to hear the one hour segment that we don't hear on BBS.
Caller: has read that the military are aware of the ship sightings, and are choosing not to respond
•

It's been a policy for the last 60 years – when they do something stupid [like firing at ships] a
force field is set up and they crash into it, and they are taken aboard the ships and the
plane is shattered. The pilots then wonder if they have died and gone to heaven.

Caller: seems to be no reaction to the sightings; are the 13 families doing anything about them?
They are desperate; they have cannibalized their own system and they have no out: cannot get
off the planet and are at the behest of We the People. And we have ltos of problems with
our own people – those who are millenials: when we were young, we had some freedoms.
• With the Koch Bros controlling what is being published for school books – they are behind the
private schools and the charter schools, and the teachers they choose for those schools;
they have no benefits or anything and are required to teach what they are told. [The kids
today have far less freedom than we older ones had.]
•

Caller: why is the standardized test regime •

they are evil and want only programmed robots who do what they are told. The US is way down
in industrialized nations [in terms of education]. There are all kinds of alternatives being
created by the parents and this cannot be stopped – late 60s and 70s; they saw MLK, Fred
Hampton, Malcolm X go – they knew all about the Students for a Democratic Society

Caller: what do you make of ?? had a fling with Hillary in the 70s? Saw it on the internet – she
knew Hillary because they were both activists, got closer and had a fling!
•

Hillary has been gay all along; the marriage was arranged to unite the families. ? Hubble is
Chelsea's father; Hillary's mother's lineage is DuPont; her paternal grandfather is Hitler.
DuPonts produce all the military weaponry. Dropped barrel bombs filled with chlorine – in a
northern town not far from Aleppo – 80 people died from chlorine poisoning.
On the Charlie Rose show & Bashiro Assaud with the Koch Bros on the board of
PBS. Charlie has
always worked for the 13 families since he was very young.
Whem Amy Goodman came on
Charlie Rose, she hit him hard on the subject of
no weapons and he got all red and upset.
• When Arundhati Roy was on his
show, she also took him on. On the program tonight,
Arundhati Roy said how
Gandhi absolutely hated the people of colour in South Africa.
•

Caller: about George Lucas – he had a channel for the info – if he knows so much truth and is still
alive – how is that?
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•

He is part of the very rich and wealthy ones, knows how to stay alive, as does Speilberg who has
more of the dark side to him, yet he still put out Schindlers List and Braveheart in Scotland
– people have to get it that in about 100 years, over 2 billion of us have been killed by
them. The idea of people getting together is really happening now – has another article
called “ Ets and the new Cosmology” she wants to read [Sr Stephen Greer]

Reading: Benjamin Fulford

[SEE BELOW]

Caller: asking about Jade Helm, meaning Joint Assistance for Deployment for Execution and
Homeland Evacuation of Local Militants.
•

Yes, it's a Black Op –
Caller: has heard about people being taken to FEMA camps – heard it's real, actually
rounding
people up already.

R: they are actually setting up Independent Day 2 and blaming it on alien invasion
•

yes, they are blaming things on a potential aliena invasion; yet this has been going on for a
while – like around 100 years. What they are pushing is a F E A R agenda: there is no
organized religion that, at the top, is not twisted / Luciferian at the top – another example
of people just accepting their word; as long as people support those churches, they are
caught in the trap – not nice.

•

What is going on is not unusual: they are saying things to scare people but it has been going on
for 100 years + and they are working harder to scare people because people are fighting
back. It's a very hairy time – and now there's Bernie Sanders running for President.

•

Until lately, he's been no challenge at all – just a farmer!

•

T wants more detail from Rama about how they are going to stop this – they are getting more
sophisicated: abductions, murders – wrap the whole thing in the Violet Flame.

R talks about the 4 Pleiadians who are here and that they said it would be taken care of.
• On

•

both side of the pond, the Bundestag and the NSA are in hot water; every judge is a lawyer
and suddenly the fear of getting themselves arrested – now the judge in NY says no
Section 2 for you!

We may not stop what our job is now: as Nassim said, there is lots of water on Mars, and it can
be extracted; a scientist came on thom hartmann and talked about devices that can extract
water from the air and get 1000 gallons per hour. They are trying to scare us even more –
people don't want to believe that 78,000 died in 911, nor that 2 billion people have been
killed, disappeared in the last 100 years,
Reading: picks up at the 4th paragraph of the Ben Fulford article – LISTEN TO THE
ENTIRE RECORDING TO HEAR ALL THE INSERTED COMMENTS.
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BBS
Audio: Sarah Kay: If I should have a daughter ... - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0snNB1yS3IE
21 Mar 2011 ... began spoken word poet Sarah Kay, in a talk that inspired ... ... at New York's
Bowery Poetry Club to a teacher connecting kids with the power of ... on observing her own
stroke, Nicholas Negroponte on One Laptop per Child, . . .

Uploaded on 21 Mar 2011
http://www.ted.com "If I should have a daughter, instead of Mom, she's gonna call me Point B
... " began spoken word poet Sarah Kay, in a talk that inspired two standing ovations at
TED2011. She tells the story of her metamorphosis -- from a wide-eyed teenager soaking in
verse at New York's Bowery Poetry Club to a teacher connecting kids with the power of selfexpression through Project V.O.I.C.E. -- and gives two breathtaking performances of "B" and
"Hiroshima."

Audio: Sarah Kay & Phil Kaye "When Love Arrives"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdJ6aUB2K4g
Published on 9 Jun 2012
Sarah Kay & Phil Kaye of Project V.O.I.C.E. perform "When Love Arrives," a poem
about the expectations and realities of love. The poem was co-written by Sarah Kay
and Phil Kaye and was performed as part of their performance at the Malthouse
Theatre in Melbourne, Australia, hosted by Dumbo Feather Magazine. The video is
shot and edited by Marc Whiteway and Dumbo Feather Magazine. For more
information on Dumbo Feather, see http://dumbofeather.com
Audio:

Sarah Kay & Phil Kaye "An Origin Story"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esgfG3BoAPc

Published on 29 Apr 2012
Sarah Kay & Phil Kaye, Project VOICE, perform "an orgin story", the story of how they began.
Project V.O.I.C.E. (Vocal Outreach Into Creative Expression) is a national movement that
celebrates and inspires youth self-expression through Spoken Word Poetry. Conceived in 2004,
Project V.O.I.C.E. encourages young people to engage with the world around them and use
Spoken Word Poetry as an instrument through which they can explore and better understand
their culture, their society, and ultimately themselves. Project V.O.I.C.E. brings together
performance, writing, and a supportive environment to inspire youth to recognize that their
views are significant, valid, and necessary.

Audio:

Phil Kaye performs "Repetition"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EILQTDBqhPA
Uploaded on 22 Sep 2011
Phil Kaye, part of Team Providence 2011, and Project Voice performs "Repetition" at
New York's Bowery Poetry Club. Aug 2011
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Audio:

TEDxMiddlebury - Phil Kaye - Why We Tell Stories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s7fWagDQyvg

Uploaded on 23 Jan 2012
Phil Kaye is a touring poet, published author, and co-director of Project V.O.I.C.E. He has
appeared on NPR, performed at Lincoln Center, and most recently coached and performed on
the 2011 Providence National Poetry Team, ranked third in the nation. His first book, A Light
Bulb Symphony, was published in 2011, and his work can be found regularly in CHAOS
Magazine.

Audio: A Musical Genius – from Pakistan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDUK5Id3Upw
Published on 9 Apr 2012
A multi-talented young Pakistani musician Usman Riaz, who has been selected as a TED
(Technology, Entertainment, Design) Fellow among 19 other people from the entire world this
year, is described as a music genius of Pakistan. Ishah Khan gives more details from Karachi.

Audio: Red Ice Radio - Nassim Haramein - The Schwarzschild Proton
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxeBPkIEPVM
Uploaded on 14 Jan 2011
Nassim has spent most of his life researching the fundamental geometry of hyperspace,
studying a variety of fields from theoretical physics, cosmology, quantum mechanics, biology
and chemistry to anthropology and ancient civilizations. He discovered a specific geometric
array that he found to be fundamental to creation, and the foundation for his Unified Field
Theory emerged. His most recent paper The Schwarzschild Proton, lays down the foundation
of what could be a fundamental change in our current understandings of physics and
consciousness. Mr. Haramein has directed research teams of physicists, electrical engineers,
mathematicians and other scientists. He has founded a non-profit organization, the Resonance
Project Foundation, where, as the Director of Research, he continues exploring unification
principles and their implications in our world today. Nassim joins us to discuss his paper on the
Schwarzshild Proton. Topics discussed: the Holofractographic universe, infinity, the field,
vaccum fluctuation, energy, quantum theory, Large Hadron Collider, Higgs Boson, quark,
plasma fluid, the strong force, black holes, Casimir effect, holographic model, dark
matter/dark energy, Fleischmann-Pons fusion and more.

Audio: finishes up the Bioneers audio
Audio: Jon Stewart The Daily Show
http://www.thecomedynetwork.ca/shows/thedailyshow?vid=604016
http://www.thecomedynetwork.ca/shows/thedailyshow?vid=609474 Mumford &
Sons “Believe”
http://www.thecomedynetwork.ca/shows/thedailyshow?vid=609477 Mumford &
Sons “The Caves”
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Reading:

Buddha in Redface – Chapter 5 The visit to Terrance

Closing:

Rainbird

Music:
Something to contemplate:
2014-10-12

2015-05-09
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If the GOP has thoroughly accomplished one think in the past 6 years, it's this
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2014-03-25

SOLD OUT - Capitalism: A Ghost Story -- An Evening with
Arundhati Roy and Siddhartha Deb

John L. Tishman Auditorium, University Center 63 Fifth Avenue, Room U100, New York, NY 10003

The School of Writing at The New School and Haymarket Books present a reading and
conversation with Siddhartha Deb, and acclaimed novelist and essayist Arundhati Roy on the
occasion of the launch of her new book Capitalism: A Ghost Story (Haymarket Books).
From the poisoned rivers, barren wells, and clear-cut forests, to the hundreds of thousands of
farmers who have committed suicide to escape punishing debt, to the hundreds of millions of
people who live on less than two dollars a day, there are ghosts nearly everywhere you look in
India. India is a nation of 1.2 billion, but the country’s 100 richest people own assets equivalent to
one-fourth of India’s gross domestic product. Capitalism: A Ghost Story examines the dark side of
democracy in contemporary India, and shows how the demands of globalized capitalism has
subjugated billions of people to the highest and most intense forms of racism and exploitation.
Arundhati Roy was born in 1959 in Shillong, India. She studied architecture in New Delhi, where
she now lives. She has worked as a film designer and screenplay writer in India. Roy is the author
of the novel The God of Small Things, for which she received the 1997 Booker Prize. The novel has
been translated into dozens of languages worldwide. She has also written several non-fiction
books, including The Cost of Living, Power Politics, War Talk, An Ordinary Person’s Guide to
Empire, and Public Power in the Age of Empire. Roy was featured in the BBC television
documentary Dam/age, which is about the struggle against big dams in India. A collection of
interviews with Arundhati Roy by David Barsamian was published as The Checkbook and the
Cruise Missile. She is a contributor to the Verso anthology Kashmir: The Case for Freedom. Her
newest books are Field Notes on Democracy: Listening to Grasshoppers and Capitalism: A Ghost
Story, published by Haymarket Books, and Walking with the Comrades, published by Penguin. Roy
is the recipient of the 2002 Lannan Foundation Cultural Freedom Prize.
Siddhartha Deb, who teaches creative writing at The New School, is the author of two novels: The
Point of Return, which was a 2003 New York Times Notable Book of the Year, and An Outline of the
Republic. His reviews and journalism have appeared in The Boston Globe, The Guardian, Harper’s
Magazine, The Nation, New Statesman, n+1, and The Times Literary Supplement. He is also the
author of The Beautiful and the Damned: A Portrait of the New India.
For more information visit http://www.haymarketbooks.org/.
2015-05-09
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Saturday, May 9 - Sunday, May 10, 2015

from solar dynamics observatory. "the hidden choir" cme of may 9, 2015
Disseminating Moon Phase: share, communicate
Moon in Capricorn/Aquarius (Saturday 7:23 pm ET/11:23 pm UT)
Goddess of Wisdom: Chinnamasta (Goddess Who Expands The Mind)
God of Will: Ian (God of The East)
Skill: follow the clues
True Alignment: re-evaluating values, ventures, investigative, heightened intuition, doing things
a different way, uplifted, fleeting inspiration, inquisitive, mysteries and revelations, seeing
what was missing, return to a state of love, receptive to messages
Catalysts for Change: blaming others, refusing new opportunities, reckless, knee-jerk
reactions, wasting time and energy, wound up, collisions of worlds, tempted into a dark
mindset, arguments, hiding things, running around, imbalance of power, cowardly actions,
out of bounds and over the top, crazed
Sabian Symbol for the Lunar Month: "the music of the spheres"
The Great Sphere, the Sun, sings.
From spaceweather.com:
"During the early hours of May 9, a magnetic filament snaking over the Sun's northeastern limb
rose up and flung itself into space. While the eruption was underway, another magnetic
filament...also erupted. The two wild filaments combined to produce a bright CME."
The CME activated the energetic of the Sabian symbol "a hidden choir singing during a religious
service." The message from the Sun is you are not alone.
The beautiful CME occurred Saturday, May 9 at 1:42 am ET/5:42 am UT. The Sun seems to have
been careful in the way the CME was launched-- via two magnetic filaments and not
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primarily from the sunspot that was facing Earth. The energetic fields of our bodies are affected,
regardless of the direction. Your sleep may have been disturbed if it was sleep time for
you. But what a lovely message! In perfect alignment with the mission of Disseminating
Moon phase to deliver messages, the day was all about messages and dreams and magic
carpet rides of consciousness.
Lofty messages from on high continue this weekend with the Sun reaching the degrees of "wisps
of clouds, like wings, streaming across the sky" on Saturday and "a moving finger points to
significant passages in a book" on Sunday. So we are receptive to clues, background music
or conversation, synchronicities, and patterns. The information and messages we receive
are intended to progress and re-align things toward what is more open, supportive, and
effective for us.
There is even more to this CME, however. The degree of the CME, "a hidden choir singing during
a religious service" happens to also be the degree of the Capricorn New Moon on January
9, 2016. In place with the New Moon in Capricorn will be a Grand Cardinal Cross between
the Sun, Moon, Pluto, Uranus, Eris, and the Black Moon. This blows my mind a little and
will take some time to process.It follows that clues which provide foresight into what is
highlighted for that time would be available now. Overall, thisGrand Cardinal Cross is
about rebirth. It bodes very, very well for humanity.
This weekend's energetics are expansive and send us into uncharted territory of the mind. We
have a solar soundtrack on hand courtesy of the divine being the Gnostics tell us is named
Sabaoth - the Sun. Enlarge your sphere of influence or operation. Pioneer into new lands
and experiences. Share. Find beauty. Listen to the divine sounds of the music of the
spheres.
Happy Mother's Day to all the moms!
(Happy birthday to wise owl and long-time pioneer of the music of the spheres, Constance
Demby, who is completing her new album. The world loves and thanks you, Constance!)
(The first recording of "Parliament of Wise Owls" was recorded yesterday and now posted at the
top the page and the YouTube version is in process. Andrew, Sol, and I hope you enjoy it as much
as we did.)
Thank you for supporting The Oracle Report!
http://www.oraclereport.com/
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2015-05-05 Benjamin Fulford~May 5th 2015 – Chaos in US as international bankruptcy
of US Fed faction sinks in
https://youtu.be/ZyPVVJ1zy4k
Benjamin Fulford: May 4th 2015 – Chaos in US as international bankruptcy of US Fed
faction sinks inChaos is increasing inside the United States as the US Khazarian controlled
faction of the Federal Reserve Board continues to be shunned by most of the world. In response,
the Khazarians are desperately trying to provoke race riots or otherwise get arms bearing US
citizens to fight the US armed forces and police. At the same time, the US armed forces and
agencies are moving against both Israel and their US based Khazarian proxies, notably the
Bush/Clinton/Rockefeller crime family.
In what Pentagon sources say was a direct message to the Rockefeller family, Dave Goldberg, the
Chief Operating Officer of Facebook, died in mysterious circumstances at age 47 last week.
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/03/business/dave-goldberg-47-surveymonkey-chief-andsheryl-sandbergs-husband-dies.html?
hpw&rref=obituaries&action=click&pgtype=Homepage&module=well-region&region=bottomwell&WT.nav=bottom-well&_r=1
Facebook is owned by David Rockefeller grandson Mark Zuckerberg. Pentagon sources say this
was a message by the armed forces to the Silicon Valley oligarchs that from now on the high tech
industry in California would be under military control.
To understand the frenetic power struggle now taking place in the US, it is worth taking another
look at the secret history behind the ongoing US corporate government’s bankruptcy. More of this
was revealed at a meeting last week between representatives of the White Dragon Society and
Chinese royal family members. The Chinese royals presented documentary evidence that will force
a change of how 20th century history is written. [comment on RT and the honouring of the people
lost during the wars] The documents describe secret agreements between US Presidents Franklin
Roosevelt and Harry Truman, Chinese Nationalist ruler Chiang Kaishek and members of the
Manchu royal family. The documents show how Roosevelt, Truman and US Secretary of State
George C. Marshall, over time, took 20 ships laden with Manchu gold to the US and fraudulently
used the bullion to finance Roosevelt’s New Deal and the Marshall plan.
The gold was taken to the US starting in the 1930’s under the promise it would be used to finance
the development of East Asia and the creation of a federation that would include Manchuria,
China, Korea and Japan, the royal family sources said. The Americans also gave the Manchurians
plates to allow them to print US dollars.
The two current heirs to the Manchu gold are Kim Young Hee (金英姫) and Zhang Sheng Zhi? (張
勝植). They claim there have been numerous attempts to kill them and replace them with look
alikes so, as a security measure, they have asked that their pictures be published as seen below:
Photographs of their ears have also been taken as an
extra precaution.
The reason these two people claim they are being chased
is that they have the legal rights to gold worth about $30
trillion.
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What is happening is that, at the highest level of global finance, paper and numbers written on
bank computers are not accepted as currency. The owners of the US branch of the Federal
Reserve Board (Bush/Clinton/Rockefeller etc.) are being asked to pay their debts to the rest of the
world in gold. For that reason they are desperate to try to stake a fraudulent claim to the Manchu
gold they stole all those years ago (and have long since used up). They will not get it because the
whole world is sick and tired of their criminal antics.
In fact, looking through a gold lens sheds a whole new light on many recent historical events. First
of all, the Lehman shock of 2008 came because the corporate government of the United States
failed to make a gold payment that was due. That led to a temporary cut off of US trade. The US
Corporate government then managed to get a large gold loan from the Ming dynasty faction in
Asia on the promise that Barack Obama would be made president and the US would reform itself.
After Obama’s actions showed that he was no better than George Bush Jr., the Ming gold dried up.
US cabal staged events since that time have all been in search of gold and financing.
The red shirt movement in Thailand, for example, was really aimed at getting custody of the huge
historical Thai royal gold stash. The “Arab springs” in Tunisia and other Arab counties were also
aimed at the gold stashes these countries had. The invasion of Mali was staged to seize gold
mines there. The tsunami and earthquake attack on Haiti was also aimed at getting gold mining
rights. The invasion of Libya was an unsuccessful attempt to steal Colonel Muammar Khadaffi’s
gold. The March 11th, 2011 tsunami and earthquake attack on Japan was also aimed at extorting
Japanese imperial gold.
So now, the cabalists are frantically hunting royals with claim to historical gold troves. The reason
the Obama regime has suddenly been sucking up to Iran so vigorously is because the Persian
historical gold trove is worth $46 trillion, according to the current heir to the Persian throne. The
Iranians have responded to this US foot kissing by publicly blaming the US government for 911
and telling many other truths. In any case, the heirs to the Persian fortune have made it perfectly
clear the US cabalists will never get their hands on their gold.
One recent new indicator of the world wide boycott against the US based Khazarian cabalists was
the National Association of Credit Manager’s report that successful US loan applications since the
end of March fell by more than 40% year on year. The fall was almost entirely due to a stoppage
of trade credits, according to the association. The US government later forced them to “revise”
away this ugly truth.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-05-02/did-tap-shoulder-prevent-us-economy-slidingrecession
However, the fact that over 6000 US retail shops have recently been closed illustrates how the US
corporate government and their American debt slaves can no longer borrow money to buy trinkets
from the rest of the world. More proof of bigger than Lehman US economic collapse can be found
here:
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-05-01/we-just-broke-2008s-record-fastest-economicunraveling
That is why rent a mobs are being paid with Fed funny money to try to start race wars in
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Ferguson, Baltimore, Seattle and elsewhere. The Feds are hoping to use the unrest to trigger a
civil war in order to distract attention from their own problems.
There was also a big push on the internet to use cabal controlled web sites to push “Jade Helm,” a
psychological warfare operation against the American people and US military. There was further
what seems to be an attempt to give some credibility to widely discredited fake opposition blogs
and radio shows by staging what appear to have been murder attempts against two of them:
Stew Webb and Jeff Rense.
/alternative/2015/04/attempted-murder-of-two-radio-show-hosts-within-24-hours-alternativemedia-strikes-back-3146208.html
Just before the apparent attack on Webb, somebody contacted this writer and told me Webb (who
I had never heard of) slandered me by calling me a “disinformation agent.” My response was to
quote the Arab saying: “the dogs bark but the caravan roles on.” However, in retrospect it now
seems this was an attempt to get me to say something hostile about Webb just before the
“attack” on him. Jeff Rense has also highly discredited himself with all the nonsense he has
spewed out about Fukushima. However, I tried to contact him to confirm if he had really been
attacked only to find out I was no longer allowed to e-mail him. My understanding, based on a lot
of different evidence, is that Rense is a front for the Bush family and, until I hear from him
otherwise, that is line I will take. Nonetheless, as a journalist who has had many colleagues killed
and who has personally survived multiple assassination attempts, you may be sure I am
vigorously opposed to the murder of journalists and even propagandists.
These two “murder attempts” by the way, came at around the same time a scheduled major US
radio broadcast by me on the show “Caravan to Midnight” was cancelled at the last minute due to
a “major server attack.”
In any case, these increasingly clumsy attempts by cabal agents to start race riots, promote
attacks against the military and spread confusion in the alternative media are all signs of
desperation.
The desperation is becoming palpable now because of what just happened to Saudi Arabia, one of
the US Khazarian factions’ last sources of money. The Pentagon and the Iranians forced Saudi’s
new king Salman to fire crown prince Muqrin and Saud Al Faisal (who has been Saudi foreign
minister for the past 40 years). They were fired to remove Bush influence from the Saudi regime
and to force an end to the attacks on Yemen, Pentagon sources say. The Pentagon sources are
saying they are still seriously thinking of allying with the Yemeni Houthis to carry out a complete
regime change in Saudi Arabia.
The other cabal slave regime that is in trouble is Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s government in
Japan. As predicted, Abe read a humiliating speech in front of the US Congress and Senate last
week that made it clear he was not a Japanese Prime Minister but just a US cabal paid actor
reading a script. The US military needs to hurry up and clean up its act in Japan or else lose the
regime there to Chinese control. The pentagon knows who to contact to prevent that.
http://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2015/05/benjamin-fulford-may-4th-2015-chaos-in-us-asinternational-bankruptcy-of-us-fed-faction-sinks-in-3149350.html
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2014-10-12 If the GOP has thoroughly accomplished one thing in the past 6 years, it's this

by Rachel191
In six years of professional "No-ing," the GOP has accomplished very little. They've shut down the
government, accused the president of trying to destroy the country, cooked up every sort of
conspiracy theory you can imagine, attacked women, gays and minorities...but that really seems
more like "activity" than something accomplished: petulant disagreeableness, throwing a wrench
in the workings of the country because they're not in charge, and tearing down their scapegoats
du jour.
But looking back at all Republicans have done, they seem to have achieved one goal really well:
convince Americans making just enough that if only those with not enough had less, they'd be
doing much better. Put another way, they've trained a certain segment of the population to kick
downwards. Instead of looking at a system that makes it difficult to survive, instead of looking at
the portion of the population that keeps getting richer and richer, instead of looking at how many
hundreds and even thousands of times those above them make than everyone else...they look at
the people just below them, getting poorer and poorer. Republicans have instilled such a level of
contempt in people for unskilled laborers and the poor, that they do the work of justifying paying
them less than enough to survive for the party.
Bear in mind, we're not talking about people who don't work; we're not talking about people who
earn a lousy living, but a living. We're talking about people who work hard, and do not earn
enough for the basic necessities. And as far as Republicans are concerned, this is good enough:
the unskilled laborer's comfort, standard-of-life, independence, self-respect, health and ultimately
life are worthy of only disdain. He is a failure by virtue of being unskilled, and as such deserves
contempt. A cheap Big Mac is more important than the person making it being able to afford to
pay his rent and put food on the table after working 40 hours a week.
Thus we see things like this (this particular image has been shared by almost 200K people, but
there are many other variants around the net):
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attribution: None Specified
First of all, the false comparison is just a way to heap scorn on the working poor: you just make
fries, and you think you should be treated the same as an American hero?! It ignores benefits that
are attached (health, etc.) to military service (still needed, but not found in fast food work...), and
casts these as mutually exclusive options. Should we pay our military better? Absolutely. But that
doesn't mean we shouldn't pay minimum wage employees more, either.
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But that's not the worst part of this. Look at the smug contempt this person piles on fast food
employees. Throughout the piece, she refers to fast food workers in only demeaning terms:
- Johnny Fry-Boy
- Sally McBurgerflipper
- Baconator
They have "failed," and if they "don't want minimum wage" they shouldn't "have minimum skills."
And, it bears repeating, this is not one bitter, hateful person spewing her contempt for her fellow
man on the internet. Once upon a time, the GOP line was "get a job, earn money, it doesn't
matter what it is, just get off your butt and work." It's now morphed
from "the dignity of work" to "make my burgers, b*tch. And hell no, you don't get paid enough to
survive, because you're just a burger flipper!"
If a minimum wage worker cannot afford to live, that is his fault, because he should simply better
himself. Despite the fact that, you know, he can't afford to live, much less acquire higher
education....
This is the same thinking exhibited by Governor Scott Walker in last week's gubernatorial debate,
where -- only after continued prodding and much prevarication -- he admitted that he didn't think
a living wage should be set, but, rather, that minimum wage workers should user their earnings to
better themselves (ignoring the fact, mentioned above, that minimum wage is too low to afford
basic necessities of life, much less education; and that he has cut education so much in the state
that tens of thousands are on financial aid wait lists -- thus narrowing a minimum wage earner's
opportunities even more).
https://youtu.be/qvjoxN8yO2M
In short, the GOP has convinced a segment of its base that the poor are poor because they're
failures. They can't afford to survive not because they don't work, but because they work in the
wrong type of work. If they wanted to be able to survive, they'd just save up from their less-thanenough-to-afford-the-necessities-of-life paychecks for expensive higher education. While
Republicans cut funding from and access to it. The fact that the poor don't get the higher
education that they can't afford (and Republicans have made it even harder to afford) indicates
that they're just failures. (And let's just ignore the fact that the whole "minimum wage jobs are
meant for highschool students" is a blatant lie -- as the workforce needed is far, far greater than
could be managed by highschool students, operates during school hours, etc., etc.)
When it comes right down to it, the Republican answer to a living wage is as meaningful,
sophisticated and compassionate as this Disney cartoon villain's:
https://youtu.be/DUFzV3Mpzfw
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Frankly, I can't decide which is worse: that a mainstream party would actually run with such an
answer, or that so many people can be so easily swayed to view their fellow man with such
unbridled contempt as to think their hard work should be given for less than enough to survive.
Because, fuck them, the poor, unskilled bastards.
And this is the GOP's big success: they've convinced people to despise those whose lives are more
difficult than their own, to consider the success of those beneath them as personally or societally
harmful; to think that a full-time working person should make less than enough to survive,
because they don't deserve survival if they don't have higher education. (But, remember, the
president is a "snob" for advocating educational opportunities for all!)
Originally posted at Rachel's Hobbit Hole
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